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NALOGI - bright satirical game in the genre of RPG. Classic combat turn-based system as in JRPG. Beautiful anime
characters, humor, a lot of dialogues and stories. Casino, church, gangsters, bureaucracy and arbitrariness of the authorities. Win

and destroy the system or pay taxes!

 Features:

 Turn-based combat system

Unusual plot

NALOGI

Combinations of tricks and spells

Beautiful and juicy anime girls

Achievements!

+ Trading cards (after Valve approval)
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Title: NALOGI
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
CUTE ANIME GIRLS
Publisher:
Tranquility games
Franchise:
CUTE ANIME GIRLS
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0+ Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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okay i would like to say that i really gave this game a fair chance but i am actually so annoyed that i have taken the time to write
a review: here are my problems

1) This game does not work on the proper resolutions
2) There is no tutorial for this game, it constantly tells you to read the manual... which does not contain any additional
information either. i tried to look up some youtube videos but i could find only one person explaining the game...
3) The chance system makes no sense... i had a 91% chance of succes to do something and yet it managed to fail 5 times in a
row... (statistically the chances of that happening are really verry low: 0,0000059%) i have no problem playing a game based on
statistics but if you make such a game... then make it properly.
4) There is no way to save your game.. you can only use autosaves
5) You cannot skip any of the movies (and they take a really long time)
6) When i first played this game a while ago it would not even start properly

In a nutshell... the topic of this game is pretty cool and i would understand peoples attraction to it.... however it is a waste of
time.... you spend more time watching the movies then actually playing... and for most of the time you really have no idea what
you are doing
. The game is brillant, but you will either :

- Puss* out and ask for a refund
- Break 1 or 2 controllers but keep trying.
- Or give up.

The first minute of the game you'll understand what old school hardcore game was about.

Easiest 6.29\u20ac spent of my life.

Buy it.

EDIT : I gave up h\u00e9h\u00e9 ! But It was worth, I'll get back to it someday, glad I got it tho, small price, 0 reason not to
buy. 8th level - very difficult, what is on the 9th ...? 8\/10. DONT USE TERRAFORMER. The game is great otherwise.. Short
and Sweet Mystery VN Worth checking out.. If your like me and like a fun clean platforming experience that will will challenge
you on higher difficulty levels. Look no further than Rush to Adventure.

Think supermario + zelda 2 and your really close to what you can expect from Rush to Adventure.

Get ready to get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you if your like me and will fight for the perfect rating on all
stages :D
It a lot of fun and i know for a fact that there is content here for more than the 10 euro asking prize.

Try it out and tell your friends.
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It has TF2 and Portal cars so it must be good right?. This is game has potential but sadly it's grammar is horrid. It looks like it
was translated from chinese to english using google translate. It's very difficult to get into the mood of the story due to the
grammar.. It's a roguelike in that you have but one life to live, but it's a far cry from the average roguelike. It's earned its puzzle
tag here on the steam store and definitely favors deliberation. The need for strategy isn't unlike the roguelike genre, for sure, but
rather than having to worry about enemies coming to kill you if you make a wrong move, you have to strike a balance between
meeting objectives and the energy it will cost you to do so.

There are multiple ways to go about finishing every dungeon, and you don't actually have to complete the dungeon to leave it;
find half the children and see them safely home, if that's all you feel you can do. There are different leaderboards, reflecting
different things to strive for.

And the game is pleasing to eye and ear.. Hell no dats only a copie from the first Wolfenstein 3D so its nothing new. But quiet
interesting that steam says ok to publish a game full of Hakenkreuz... I would not recommend the game to anyone... its not
funny shooting one some big pixelblocks here. The only thing is that its quiet interresting to play the first 3d game.... 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/9QoJKp2Hrx0

Interesting game with strange story and puzzle ideas.

The only negative thing is the Audio, Cant adjust the volume and sometimes hard to hear the conversation.. iffy on my vote. it is
a $5 game. get this on sale. it does become a little easy once you get a feel after a few runs. classes are just starting with
different items, nothing too crazy. trading safety for item (relic) rarity is nice. game DOES NOT SAVE IF YOU EXIT. i repeat
GAME DOES NOT SAVE. so i do have some idle hours in this game. graphics are alright. controls are ok, the swipe-wand-
deflect-projectiles move activates a little late, takes some getting used to. items are generally well balanced. spiders suuuuuck.
overall 7\/10 good in-between game when the major titles feel a little burnt out.

there is one glitch in later levels, if you get hit with a miniboss's clusterbomb, you might be expelled from room boundaries.
there is a fix; you need to walk (yes out of bounds) to the exit from the room, where you'd expect the collision detection is.. We
are back again with another VN Review!!!
Firstly to start off with, this Visual Novel has a very calming and subtle feel to it. And the story of it is your Typical story where
the main character is surrounded by girls with different personality in his daily life. But what makes this Story unique is that the
story is able to make me root for the main character when it reaches the Climax and hate him when i have to. It allows me to go
through a rollercoaster of emotion before i am allowed to reach the ending which for everyone of the heroines, it tells a
different story and because of their personality they all have a different point of view which you can tell the character
development in this game really shows you how they came to like the main character and it ensures you know everything you
need to know while leaving some in secret for you to guess, which turns out into an amazing outcome for all the Heroines.
THUS FOR ALL VISUAL NOVEL LOVERS, especially those who love Slice of Life Visual Novel like If My Heart had
Wings or A Sky Full of Star, I RECOMMEND YOU TO TRY THIS WHOLE HEARTLY.. no cg&memory,two characters no
ge only be,waiste my time&money,crape game. Very unique and flexible concept. Also very easy to make excruciatingly
difficult levels.
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